
(7-26-15)                                    WHAT'S NEXT FOR MARRIAGE?

TEXT: Isaiah 4:1 And in that day seven women shall take hold of one man, saying, We 
will eat our own bread, and wear our own apparel: only let us be called by thy name, to 
take away our reproach.

Isaiah 3:1 For, behold, the Lord, the LORD of hosts, doth take away from Jerusalem and 
from Judah the stay and the staff, the whole stay of bread, and the whole stay of water,
2 The mighty man, and the man of war, the judge, and the prophet, and the prudent, and 
the ancient,
3 The captain of fifty, and the honourable man, and the counsellor, and the cunning 
artificer, and the eloquent orator.
4 And I will give children to be their princes, and babes shall rule over them.
5 And the people shall be oppressed, every one by another, and every one by his 
neighbour: the child shall behave himself proudly against the ancient, and the base 
against the honourable.

Ecclesiastes 10:16 Woe to thee, O land, when thy king is a child, and thy princes eat in 
the morning!

Proverbs 30:21 For three things the earth is disquieted, and for four which it cannot bear:
22 For a servant when he reigneth; and a fool when he is filled with meat;
23 For an odious woman when she is married; and an handmaid that is heir to her 
mistress.

1 Timothy 3:6 Not a novice, lest being lifted up with pride he fall into the condemnation 
of the devil.

1 Timothy 5:22 Lay hands suddenly on no man...

Isaiah 3:8 For Jerusalem is ruined, and Judah is fallen: because their tongue and their 
doings are against the LORD, to provoke the eyes of his glory.
9 The shew of their countenance doth witness against them; and they declare their sin as 
Sodom, they hide it not. Woe unto their soul! for they have rewarded evil unto 
themselves.
10 Say ye to the righteous, that it shall be well with him: for they shall eat the fruit of 
their doings.
11 Woe unto the wicked! it shall be ill with him: for the reward of his hands shall be 
given him.
12 As for my people, children are their oppressors, and women rule over them. O 
my people, they which lead thee cause thee to err, and destroy the way of thy paths.
16 Moreover the LORD saith, Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk 



with stretched forth necks and wanton eyes, walking and mincing as they go...

"...they would be fools and effeminate."
(Geneva Notes)

"They which lead thee; thy rulers, civil and ecclesiastical..."
(Poole)

Isaiah 3:13 The LORD standeth up to plead, and standeth to judge the people.
16 Moreover the LORD saith, Because the daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk with 
stretched forth necks and wanton eyes, walking and mincing as they go...
17 Therefore the Lord will smite with a scab the crown of the head of the daughters of 
Zion, and the LORD will discover their secret parts.

Psalms 9:17 The wicked shall be turned into hell, and all the nations that forget God.

Isaiah     4:1   And in that day seven women shall take hold of one man, saying, We will eat 
our own bread, and wear our own apparel: only let us be called by thy name, to take away
our reproach.

Luke 17:26 And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of 
man.
27 They did eat, they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage, until the
day that Noe entered into the ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them all.

"The Jews, or many of them, will gather back to Jerusalem in a state of unbelief...the 
inhabitants of Russia and all those nations in northern Europe and northern Asia, a great 
multitude, will gather against the Jews before Jesus comes...when the Rothschilds and the
great bankers among the Jewish nation shall return back to their own land to rebuild the 
city of Jerusalem, carrying their capital with them, it will almost ruin some of the nations,
and the latter will go up against Jerusalem to take a spoil...This great calamity comes 
upon the Jewish nation...Not so with Zion, she will be built upon the great western 
hemisphere in North America, and become a righteous people long before the Jews will
gather home...We will now read something more about this Zion. Isaiah, as I have already
quoted in the second chapter, has told us about the house of the Lord, and the great peace 
that should come, the beating of swords into ploughshares, &c., and then he goes on to 
portray the blessings that are to come upon Zion. He says, 'In that day seven women 
shall take hold of one man, saying, We will eat our own bread and wear our own 
apparel, only let us be called by thy name to take away our reproach. In that day shall the 
branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall be excellent 
and comely.' Thus we see that Zion is to become glorious...No wonder then that the Lord 
said to Joseph Smith in the year 1831, that is, before we were a great people...well did the



Lord inspire him to say that Zion should become great and glorious...when that day shall 
come that seven women shall take hold of one man..."
(Journal of Discourses, "Discourse By Elder Orson Pratt," 1872)

"Mormon History And Theology: Missouri Is Land Of Zion And Location Of Second 
Coming..."
(Huffington Post, Sept. 22, 2012)
 

"...this land, which is the land of Missouri...is the land which I have appointed and 
consecrated for the gathering of the saints. Wherefore, this is the land of promise, and the
place for the city of Zion...the place which is now called Independence is the center 
place..."
(Doctrine and Covenants, 57:1-3, Joseph Smith, July 20, 1831)

"The nature of marriage is that, through its enduring bond, two persons together can find 
other freedoms, such as expression, intimacy, and spirituality."
(Justice Kennedy)

"Although the majority randomly inserts the adjective 'two' in various places, it offers 
no reason at all why the two-person element of the core definition of marriage may 
be preserved while the man-woman element may not. Indeed, from the standpoint of 
history and tradition, a leap from opposite-sex marriage to same-sex marriage is 
much greater than one from a two-person union to plural unions...If the majority is 
willing to take the big leap, it is hard to see how it can say no to the shorter one. It is 
striking how much of the majority's reasoning would apply with equal force to the claim 
of a fundamental right to plural marriage. If '[t]here is dignity in the bond between 
two men or two women who seek to marry and in their autonomy to make such profound 
choices,' why would there be any less dignity in the bond between three people who, in 
exercising their autonomy, seek to make the profound choice to marry? If a same-sex 
couple has the constitutional right to marry because their children would otherwise 
'suffer the stigma of knowing their families are somehow lesser,' why wouldn't the same 
reasoning apply to a family of three or more persons raising children?..."
(Justice Roberts)

"It's Time to Legalize Polygamy - Why group marriage is the next horizon of social 
liberalism - Welcome to the exciting new world of the slippery slope...With the Supreme 
Court's landmark ruling...legalizing same sex marriage in all 50 states, social liberalism 
has achieved one of its central goals. A right seemingly unthinkable two decades ago has 
now been broadly applied to a whole new class of citizens...The question presents itself: 
Where does the next advance come? The answer is going to make nearly everyone 
uncomfortable: Now that we've defined that love and devotion and family isn't driven by 



gender alone, why should it be limited to just two individuals? The most natural 
advance next for marriage lies in legalized polygamy...Polygamy today stands as a taboo 
just as strong as same-sex marriage was several decades ago...the marriage equality 
movement has been curiously hostile to polygamy, and for a particularly unsatisfying 
reason: short-term political need...the next step seems clear. We should turn our efforts 
towards the legal recognition of marriages between more than two partners. It’s time to 
legalize polygamy."
(Politico Magazine, June 26, 2015)

"The Slippery Slope to Polygamy and Incest - Opponents of same-sex marriage have long
argued that allowing such unions will lead to marriages among more than two people and 
between adults who are related. They're right...Marriage, we've said, is about defining 
one's own family and consecrating a union based on love...'Well, gay marriage is one 
thing. But incest and polygamy are icky'...But of course this is the same kind of repulsion
that has been standing in the way of LGBTQ rights for decades...This kind of argument 
makes us sound dangerously close to those who oppose same-sex marriage by claiming it
is 'unnatural'...[Likewise] the argument that marriage is about protecting the children 
sounds eerily familiar to the arguments trotted out against same-sex couples for years..."
(The American Prospect, July 15, 2015)

"Just as marriage has evolved, so has polygamy. Polyamory embraces gender-neutral 
and egalitarian values of uniting multiple partners in loving relationships..."
(Contexts, "This slippery slope doesn't lead toward patriarchal polygamy," July 7, 2015)

Tom Delay: "We've already found a secret memo coming out of the Justice Department. 
They're now going to go after 12 new perversions. Things like bestiality, polygamy, 
[pedophilia], and making that legal...Not only that, but they have a whole list of strategies
to go after the churches, the pastors and any businesses that tries to assert their religious 
liberty. This is coming, and it's coming like a tidal wave." 
(Former U.S. House Majority Leader Tom DeLay, Newsmax.com, Malzberg Show)

Newsmax Studios: "...So you are aware of a Justice Department memo where, that says 
there will be an effort to legitimize...or legalize, bestiality, pedophilia...perversions?"

Tom Delay: "That correct...LGBT is only the beginning..."



"The feminist push for unilateral divorce...was essential to the feminist goals of 
independence from men...It served the major feminist goal of attempting to move all 
wives, whether divorced or still married, into the labor force. F. Carolyn Graglia summed 
up the new divorce law: 'Through the enactment of no-fault divorce, society warned 
women that they were expected to abandon their child-rearing role, cease being 
financially dependent on their husbands, and become self-supporting...'...Now, wives
initiate two-thirds of divorces...Wives divorce specifically to 'gain control over the 
children' [see, These Boots Are Made for Walking: Why Most Divorce Filers Are Women, 
which studied 46,000 divorced women]..."
(Phyllis Schlafly, Who Killed the American Family?, 2014)

"Jesus said, 'I myself shall lead her in order to make her male...For every woman who 
will make herself male will enter the kingdom of heaven."
(Gospel of Thomas, Gnostic, Occult, Counterfeit)

"It is always a relief, but also a tragedy, when the seeds of error burst into their final 
bloom: a relief, because all eyes are opened to the evil at last; but a tragedy, because 
when an error comes in all its naked hideousness into the open, it is generally because its 
battle is won, and it can now afford to drop the mask...IT IS A FACT OPEN TO ALL TO 
VERIFY THAT THIS TEACHING IS GIVEN (PROBABLY FOR THE FIRST TIME TO
THE MODERN WORLD) IN ONE OF THE MOST SATANIC BOOKS OF THE 
NINETEENTH CENTURY. The Perfect Way was written by two powerful Theosophists, 
Dr. Anna Kingsford and Mr. Edward Maitland, who claim for every word of it (I doubt 
not correctly) inspiration from the unseen world...[They teach that] Man was originally, 
as God now is, bi-sexual; the Fall was no sin of Eve, but Adam's: the woman's subjection
to man was the Fall...The final redemption of the earth is to be found in the 
exaltation...of the WOMAN...And the Theosophic paradise is summed up in an absurd 
(but also sinister and wicked) utterance attributed to our Lord in one of the Gnostic 
'gospels': - 'The kingdom of heaven shall come when you women shall have renounced 
the dress of your sex.'"
(D.M. Panton)

"A strange shift of culture is occurring throughout the world...Political Leaders call it 
'The New World Order.' The New Agers call it 'A Paradigm Shift.' The Charismatics call 
it 'The New Wave.' The Educated Elite call it 'The Age of Tolerance.' The Economic 
Leaders call it 'Globalism.' Satanists call it 'The Age of Aquarius'...For several decades, 
the lines between male and female have been gradually and purposely blurred...Loss of 
masculinity or femininity in the separate sexes is the last line of man's march to 
destruction...There is a dominant power in the spirit world that makes every person of 



masculine conviction feel ostracized and intolerant. Anyone who dares express 
conviction of an absolute nature is labeled as rigid and harsh. Those who believe the 
Bible to be an absolute book, infallible and settled, are considered the enemies of 
progress and the modern world. It is Satan’s system to relegate masculinity to the ash 
heap. Satan’s world order and his last hurrah must be a world without the dominant 
nature of manhood. The culture of Jezebel must rule the world for a short period to fulfill 
Biblical prophecy."
(Joseph Chambers)

"The role of a woman during the Age of Aquarius...During the age of Aquarius women 
will tend to reveal the qualities that are more likely of the sign of Leo...Women will 
finally stop being submitted to the men...Leo women will rule and will be demanding for 
the attention...Leo women are self sufficient. They are able to provide themselves and 
their near with food...In the nature, it is the lioness who is responsible for the prey...In the
age of Aquarius, Leo women will try to be financially independent and will spend a 
lot of energy to do so. For Leo the goal is the material Independence...Leo women will 
search for freedom...trying to quit their home in any possible way..."
(Anna Sidorova, blog)

"The Age of Aquarius is causing great turmoil...We can cling to the old outdated values or
adopt the new evolving ones...This is a time of the merging of the opposites, the 
masculine and the feminine...'In the Aquarian Age at hand it is expected a great spiritual 
Teacher [will] come'...
(Sandra Weaver)

2 Thessalonians 2:3 Let no man deceive you by any means: for that day shall not come, 
except there come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son of 
perdition;
11 And for this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should believe a 
lie...

[Please help support this ministry! People who will endure sound doctrine are few - those
who will support it are fewer still. Any offerings help our pastor to be free to study and 
teach, as well as further our vision of providing a Christian retreat/camp area in the 
Ozarks. Whether in a coming time of trouble, or simply as a "get away" in the midst of 
the daily stresses of life, we would love to have you visit us here, and be refreshed. You 
can support this ministry by sending a check or money order to:

Kingdom Baptist



P.O. Box 410
Theodosia, MO 65761

Or by clicking on the online support link on our Sermon Audio page. 

Or, to send a gift by Pay Pal, use orders@fundamentalbooks.com 

-Also, please send us an email and let us know you are listening, and keep in touch! God 
bless!]


